
 

 

               TIPS FOR BEST RESULTS REGRITTING YOUR POTATO PEELER 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1: Make sure peeler is DRY & clean of any previous peelings so you will get a better 

bonding of the resin, hardener & grit to the peeler. 

 

2: When first regritting your peeler if there are any worn or bald patches mix up a very 

small amount of resin & hardener then regrit the bald or worn patch first. Let it dry 

completely before fully regritting the whole peeler so the level of grit is even over the 

surfaces once you have fully finished regretting it. 

 

3: Mix up as small amount of resin & hardener as possible (even half amount as 

instructed), as the mix goes further than you think. This ensures less waste of resin & 

hardener as once mixed any leftover will have to go in the the bin, so you will be wasting 

whatever you have left over. 

 

You can always mix up a little more in seconds on the go if you need too, thus saving 

your resin & hardener overall on the full regrit so you can reuse any that is leftover in the 

future to regrit any patches. 

 

4: Peeler will be like new on the inside once regritted & will peel potatoes in a much 

shorter time afterwards, so keep an eye on it when peeling as peeling potatoes more than 

what is needed will result in losing potatoes in shrinkage due to being over peeled. 

 

5: Good advice when peeling is try and leave a little skin on them when taking out of 

peeler so will show not over peeled & you will not notice once potatoes are chipped 

therefore giving you more profit. 

 

6: By mixing smaller amounts of resin & hardener any unused left over should be ok for 

approximately one year, perhaps more if kept in a cool dark draw or cupboard, saving you 

money as any leftover can be used to cover any small or worn patches if need to in the 

next year or so. 

 

7: The kit will pay for itself many times over before needing to buy another one, as 

you will be saving on the labour time taking to peel potatoes & the electric. (as 

peeler switched on less time with shortening of peeling time.) 

 

8: If you need any further help with the regritting just message or call me anytime. 

 

Regards, 

 

Regrit-it.com 

BEFORE AFTER 


